Whoops.. the shareholders of Deltora do not like the work you are producing. To keep them happy, Deltora Magazine has decided to terminate the investigation. The editor-in-chief, together with you, decides to continue under the radar.
Internal Factor

As you travel to Petronia you are asked to hand over your laptop at the border. You lose all the information you have on previous corruption researches, but also the work you’ve done for Deltora so far.

Foreign Journalist

As you travel to Petronia you are asked to hand over your laptop at the border. You lose all the information you have on previous corruption researches, but also the work you’ve done for Deltora so far.
Internal Factor

Because of online harassments and threats of violence you and your family have to hide. You flee from your house and start living with an old friend of yours.

Ambitious Newbie

Internal Factor

Because of online harassments and threats of violence you and your family have to hide. You flee from your house and start living with an old friend of yours.
Internal Factor

Whoops.. It seems that someone is not happy. Yesterday, your boss - the editor-in-chief of Deltora - finds out you also are on the payroll of the government as a consultant. But hey, that is a completely different project!

Consulting Expert

Internal Factor

Whoops.. It seems that someone is not happy. Yesterday, your boss - the editor-in-chief of Deltora - finds out you also are on the payroll of the government as a consultant. But hey, that is a completely different project!

Consulting Expert
Internal Factor

You are in a rush. Why wait for the release? You ‘accidentally’ ignore the embargo and give a speech to a small group of fellow activists about Petronia’s “illegal” practices, before completion of the investigation. Your friends needed to know!

Activist

Internal Factor

You are in a rush. Why wait for the release? You ‘accidentally’ ignore the embargo and give a speech to a small group of fellow activists about Petronia’s “illegal” practices, before completion of the investigation. Your friends needed to know!

Activist
Internal Factor

That was a strange but highly interesting voicemail. Someone from the government reaches out to you. This government official offers a big sum of money if you keep the story from being published. But how do they even know about the story?
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Editor-in-chief

That was a strange but highly interesting voicemail. Someone from the government reaches out to you. This government official offers a big sum of money if you keep the story from being published. But how do they even know about the story?
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